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Next Meeting
Tuesday, September 1, 6pm, Bullock’s BBQ

Program: The Viper Network and Police Work
By: Jonathan Danville, Orange County Sheriff's
Office
The program for the September 1, 2015 DFMA
monthly meeting is a presentation by Jonathan
Danville from the Orange County Sheriff's Office. His
talk will include Community Police Work and the
Viper Network. He will be discussing what will be
going on in the future with this topic.
- Karen, KD4YJZ

President’s Corner - Officers
Last month you elected a new set of officers. First
our thanks to Pete, K4PHS, who is leaving the Board
and Skip, WB4P, who was participating as Past
President. Another person who
deserves our thanks is Michael, KK4EIB,
who was elected to the Board (didn’t
quite escape), but has completed two
years as Vice President and one year as
President. Everyone else is back in one
form or another with Karen, KD4YJZ,
taking on the Vice Presidency, which by
tradition is the office in charge of
programs. Help Karen with what is
arguably the hardest job in the DFMA.
Have you considered serving as an
officer or as an at-large board member of
the DFMA? How do you get nominated?
While, of course, anyone can nominate
you (or you can nominate yourself), we
and the nominating committee are
always looking for people that show a
strong interest in the club. Regular
attendance at meetings is a start.
Participating in sponsored events like DurHamFest
and Field Day is a big help. There are often club
sponsored activities in progress. These include
projects involving the repeaters, maintenance of our
Mobile Communications Unit (MCU), teaching
courses, involvement in public service events, etc.
Participation in the Amateur Radio Emergency
Service (ARES) will also get you known. We also
have a Thursday night net on the 145.45 repeater
where you will be noticed if you participate. Finally,
while not necessary, an important way to get
involved is to attend the Board of Directors meetings.
They are open to all members. Most decisions

involving the DFMA are made by the Board, as
2013
specified in the By-laws.
And for those of you desperately trying to avoid
becoming a DFMA officer, there appears to be a path
for that too. All you need to do is get on the
nominating committee. Unfortunately for you and
paradoxically the nominating committee usually
consists of Board members. Nice try.
73, Dee, KU4GC

My iGate Project
In last month’s Link, Sam (KJ4VWG) wrote an article
about the iGate he put together that is located at the
Durham EOC. I have been experimenting with
several iGate models over the past few months and
thought I would mention a couple more of the many
iGate solutions.

IGate

Picture courtesy of WB4P

The first setup I tried was similar to Sam’s, but it was
Windows rather than Linux based. Like Sam’s setup
it uses a software modem rather than an actual
hardware TNC. I used the APRSISCE32 client and the
AGW Packet Engine for the software modem. Both
have an easy to use graphical user interface (GUI).
With a computer, internet connection, and the
software, the only hardware you really need is a
receiver that can get 144.39, an antenna, and an
audio cable that goes from the receiver to your
computer sound card (I used a tiny $6 USB sound
card I got on Amazon).
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In the first setup I was using my go-kit Yaseu FT8800 for the receiver and my Windows PC I use for
my other radio work. I wanted to come up with a
smaller, stand-alone iGate. I thought using the
HobbyPCB RS-UV3 radio module, Raspberry Pi
(w/USB Wi-Fi), and TNC-Pi might fit the bill, and
make for a fun project. The RS-UV3 radio module is
the same one Steve (KZ1X) talked about at the July
dinner meeting. When I ordered the module, Curtis
at HobbyPCB emailed and asked what my plans were
for the radio. When I told him, he informed me Mike
at HobbyPCB had done the same thing already and
called his “An iGate in a Box.” I planned on mounting

pride and joy of ham shacks many decades ago. The
object is to encourage restoration, operation and
enjoyment of this older Classic equipment.
However, you need not operate a Classic rig to
participate in the CX. YOU MAY USE ANY RIG in the
contest although new gear is a distinct scoring
disadvantage. You can still work the "great ones"
with modern equipment.
There are new Bonus Scores for using the same
model rigs as your Novice station and for using a
Hallicrafters receiver with a two number identifier,
e.g. S-38, SX-99 and for using a World Radio Lab
(WRL) transmitter, e.g. Globe Scout 65.
This CX will be conducted on two consecutive Sunday
and Tuesday pairs.
- The first Sunday and Tuesday will be CW only:
September 20-21, Sunday &
September 22-23, That's right! It is a Tuesday!
- The second Sunday and Tuesday will AM - SSB - FM
only: September 27-28, Sunday &
September 29-30, That's right! It is a Tuesday!
Operating on 160-80-40-20-15-10-6-2
There will be CX recognition for high scores in AM,
SSB, FM, and CW as well as overall.

Converter

Picture courtesy of WB4P

my Pi/TNC-Pi and radio module on a piece of clear
Lexan I got from Lowe’s rather than in a box, with a
piece on top for some protection (why hide those
pretty blue, green, and red boards?). For software I
am running Xastir and using the Raspbian operating
system. Xastir has a GUI so it’s pretty easy to set up.
There are other software and Linux based operating
systems from which to choose. There are several
ways to connect the TNC-Pi and radio. I chose to
hardwire the connection. Mike had utilized a single
power rail for the Pi and radio, and I wanted to do the
same thing. I’m powering mine from my HF rig’s
power supply. The radio module has a wide power
range tolerance, but the Pi wants 5v. I have a small
converter mounted just behind the Pi/TNC-Pi that
converts the 13.8v to 5v for the Pi ($8.50 from
Amazon). I have been using this setup for a couple of
months and the iGate seems to work great, sending
over 10,000 position packets to APRS-IS in August.
73, Skip, WB4P

The Classic Exchange "CX"
The CX is a no-pressure contest celebrating the older
commercial and homebrew equipment that was the

Awards will be given in two classes:
1. Three or fewer receiver-transmitter pairs
2. Four or more receiver-transmitter pairs.
There is NO change to scoring. The classes will be
sorted based on logs / equipment lists received.
Tuesday will be treated as a continuation of Sunday
for scoring purposes.
For more information on these fun events see
http://www.classicexchange.org./sep15/sep15ann.html

73, Mac, WQ8U

My New Rig or Beware of Ebay
A few years ago, I was interested in collecting a
Meissner Signal Shifter to add to my prewar (WWII)
station setup, so I set up a robot search on Ebay. The
search didn’t produce a prewar Shifter, but it did turn
up some plug in coils for them. I eventually got a
1938 Shifter through word of mouth on the
Boatanchors reflector, but let the Ebay search stay
up, because I wanted a 1940 model, to “complete” my
collection. Of course it turned up some more Shifters,
but they were all duplicates of what I had or too
wildly expensive to be considered. As most of you
know, people list things on Ebay at absurd opening
prices, because they have misguided ideas about
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what things are “worth”, or, more likely, in hopes that
designs even now. The modern rigs you’re used to
there will be a sucker who will bite for their price and
don’t drift (much) because their frequency is derived
pay up. Apparently there are suckers available,
from the output of a stable crystal oscillator. The
because the listings keep coming. So I got to see
famous Collins equipment embodies the epitome of
many expensive, filthy, rusty, or otherwise unsuitable
analog frequency control, at least as available to us
Shifters. What, you’re wondering what a Signal
ordinary consumers.
Shifter is? OK, with a little background…As spark
So, to shorten an already long story, we’ll say that by
transmitters (look it up) died off in favor of more
the late 1930s it became possible for a careful ham to
efficient CW transmission in the 20s, transmitters
build VFOs that were useful on the air AND for
with tubes developed rapidly. They were various
companies to sell usable VFOs at a price that at least
forms of self excited oscillators, mostly using audio
some hams could afford. One of the first of these was
output tubes from broadcast radio sets. Bear in mind
the Meissner Signal Shifter. Usable was the key word
that all radio components were wildly expensive,
here. Receiver bandwidths were relatively wide and
being hand made, often of relatively uncommon
people expected to tune their receiver occasionally,
materials, so improvisation and adaptation were the
to optimize signal quality and perhaps reduce
order of the day. Naturally the rigs built ranged from
interference. A little drift, maybe even 500 cycles,
fair to really awful in their frequency stability and
wouldn’t be a factor in a QSO, especially on AM. On
keying qualities. Meanwhile, the piezoelectric (look it
CW, one would just tweak the receiver a little, to
up) properties of quartz were being explored and
maintain the pitch of the desired signal where one
harnessed to stabilize radio oscillators, but of course
liked it, no big deal. So the Shifter came out in 1938,
a (quartz) crystal, which no one could make at home,
claiming all sorts of great stability and crystal quality
was even more expensive than other components.
signals, which was complete BS. Never let anyone tell
Even with the depression tapering off and war talk
you that lies and hyperbole are modern features of
starting in the late 30s, few could afford more than a
advertizing! But it was usable, and quite a few were
crystal or two and many couldn’t afford even one!
sold, for $39.95. Bear in mind, you could get a
Early 30s QST ads show crystals for $20+, when my
drivable used Ford or Chevrolet for about the same
dad’s summer job in a relative’s ice plant paid
money! Here’s the 1938 model, for which I searched
$12/WEEK. Enter the variable frequency oscillator,
for three years:
or VFO. With so many self excited rigs drifting
around, it was natural that people would be working
to make them more stable. Since frequency
is controlled by the combination of
capacitance and inductance in the oscillator
circuit, the fixes revolved around how to
make these quantities constant. Things like
heavy ceramic coil forms and very rigid
variable capacitor frames were crucial first
steps, but then more subtle problems, like
the thermal stability of components and the
effect of varying power supply voltages,
became important. As component quality
and mounting arrangements continued to
improve, temperature compensation was
introduced, mostly in the form of capacitors
made to have drift characteristics opposite to
the ones causing problems for the circuits.
By careful choice of a compensating
capacitor, connecting it in the right part of
the circuit, and locating it properly with
My 1938 Signal Shifter, for which I paid only twice its original cost
respect to the physical layout (thus the
Picture courtesy of W4BOH
thermal environment) of the circuit
components, good compensation of thermal
There was actually nothing seriously wrong with it.
drift was possible. Every step of improvement
There usually isn’t, unless someone has left it on with
caused smaller drifts to be noticed and temperature
bad filter caps or a shorted tube drawing excessive
compensation remains an important part of many
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current and frying the power transformer. After
some cleaning of tube and coil contacts, new filter
caps, and more modern bypass caps in the proper
places, it’s usable for casual CW contacts.
Now I had a 1938 and a 1942 Shifter, so naturally I
“had” to have a 1940 model. There was a more
modern one in the late 40s, but it’s too modern to fit
into my antique station layouts, thus the continued
Ebay surveillance and the beginnings of this story.
Several ’40 models showed up, but they were
hopelessly overpriced, rusty, dirty, or hacked up.
Several times “friends” would report seeing one at a
hamfest, even sending a picture of it, but not buying
it! AND THEN, the moment for which you have been
waiting. There appeared a 1940 model on Ebay, with
the reasonable opening bid of $29.95! Trouble was,
the shipping was listed as $48. Now that’s a total not
unreasonable for a nice, clean, operating Shifter. It’s
not so reasonable for a pig in a poke, stored decades
in a humid, dusty garage and having no visible filter
caps or power cord. The trained Shifter Shopper
immediately says “Hey, why did someone cut off the
power cord and why are there no caps. What else is
wrong? Did bad caps burn up the power transformer
(making restoration much more serious)?” So there
ensued a lengthy email correspondence with the
seller. He seemed a nice guy and was forthright
about knowing nothing about the Shifter’s history. I
was intrigued, but not willing to bite for $80 or so, so
I weighed a shifter and got a shipping price using my
Fedex account. What ho, $27. That’s sounding better,
so I asked the guy if he would pack it and take it to
Fedex if I won it. He had to ship it anyway
and Fedex was four miles, so he said sure.
Well, my read of the market for old broken
Shifters was accurate. NO ONE bid the
opening, so I ”won” and the deal was done!
After some nail biting and waiting to see if
the shipping gremlins did any damage or if
the Shifter was much worse than expected,
it arrived fairly well packed and
undamaged! Lesson here: Ebay will
estimate shipping using the US Post Office
(They just added Fedex.), which is way
high on heavy things. This will kill Ebay
sales of non valuable heavy objects.
It came on schedule and then the fun
began. I turned it upside down on my
radio bench, but had many more important
things to do, so planned to start on it
“later.” Of course a dead shifter sings a
siren’s song and I couldn’t stay away. Over
the next few days I replaced the power

cord and installed several new filter capacitors and
smaller tweaks learned on other Shifters. Eventually
I brought up the AC power, slowly, and nothing
smoked! Nothing worked either. The power draw
was not unreasonable, but the DC from the power
supply was very low. Measurements showed the
transformer was OK, so next is the rectifier tube,
which proved to be almost non functional. Installing
a replacement produced very high current draw
(monitored with an ammeter on the AC input), so the
power was shut off asap! Next I pulled all two of the
tubes and wow, no excess current. When I put in the
output tube, the current soared again, so it was
replaced, followed by the sound of cheers as the
power supply voltages rose to their proper values!
Then it remained only to press the key and see what
would happen. Are you excited? I was. With a
receiver set to 3612KC (look it up) I pressed the key
and heard…nothing, but the AC input current DID
rise, so something was happening. I hadn’t heard
anything, of course, because the Shifter was on some
other frequency, but tuning it DID sweep a signal by
the receive frequency. Careful tuning produced a
typical Shifter signal on 3612, which I was very glad
to hear. There followed several hours of cleaning
contacts, adding bypass and decoupling caps, and
general maintenance, but the main story was over.
The shifter worked and would probably live to
participate in several QSOs with other old equipment
aficionados and in the twice yearly CX contests (look
it up, classicexchange.org) run by our friend Mac,
WQ8U.

Here’s the 1940 Shifter. A face only a mother could love! A little
corrosion, but not bad; call it patina.
Picture courtesy of W4BOH
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exams must be passed in addition to
passing the Amateur Extra Class exam
in order for the Amateur Extra Class
license to be awarded.

When: Oct 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, Nov 7, 14.
The sessions will begin at 8:00 a.m. and
end around 12:30 p.m. Please note that
this course will not be offered again
until this time next year.
Where: Raleigh, NC. Specific location
will be provided upon pre-registration.
Volunteer Instructor: Mike Murphy,
WA4BPJ.
Fee: The fee is $10.00 (payable at the
I’m a slob, especially when in a hurry, and my bench gets worse and
first session)
worse as projects go and on…
Course Text: The required manual is
Picture courtesy of W4BOH
the current edition of: The ARRL Ham
Radio License Manual – Level 3,
Extra Class License Manual, 10th Edition (ISBN:
Oh yes, the power cord issue…long long ago, the
978-0-87259-517-0) (good until 2016-06-30 – we
original electrolytic filter caps were replaced. Then
won’t be doing another Extra course before then) and
long ago, the output tube (6L6), developed a short in
is available online (i.e. ARRL, Amazon, etc.).
its plate structure, which drew excessive current
from the power supply. The old high vacuum
Pre-Registration: E-mail me your phone number
rectifier tube was way overloaded and its cathode
and call sign. A registration form and other details
lost its ability to generate electrons, limiting the
will be e-mailed to you.
current drain and saving the valuable power
Murray Merner, K4MHM
transformer from meltdown! All in all not a bad
RARS Education Director
result! As the decades passed, one of the
k4mhm@arrl.net (preferred)
replacement caps developed leakage too, but I
919-803-7973
changed it before ever turning on the power anyway.
The other is fine, but a liability, considering its age.
And the cord? The long ago owner didn’t want to fix
Antennas for Everyone
the shifter, but didn’t want the transformer blown
either, so he cut off the cord to prevent further use,
- Max, KO4TV (From the August, 1998 DFMA
even if he forgot about the problems inside! Would
Link)
you like a bad rectifier tube or 6L6 for your own
(Below is a copy of Max’s next article on building
collection?
antennas. More reprints of Max’s articles are planned
for a future edition of the Link. - Dee, KU4GC, editor)
So, if you get on 80 CW some afternoon, you can have
a QSO with W4BOH and the 1940 Signal Shifter. In
Ramblings About Mobile HF
the last CX, I talked to two other people with Shifters,
but none as old as my 1938!
Hello out there, all you Codeless Techs (and all other
- Wilson, W4BOH
housebound Hams, too)! If you haven’t gone HF
mobile yet, you are missing out on a heap of fun.
What better incentive to upgrade and join the mobile
RARS Extra Class
brigade? Just imagine chatting with Israel, Kuwait,
Ireland, Zaire, Japan, and a host of other countries
Amateur Radio Extra Class License Course
from your own car! Once upon a time (back when I
Raleigh Amateur Radio Society
was young and still had my hair!), mobile operation
A seven session Amateur Extra Class License Course
was an ordeal consisting of building your own
will be conducted by the Raleigh Amateur Radio
equipment, powering it with a surplus dynamotor,
Society. To earn a specific license, one must pass that
remembering to NEVER transmit for more than 45
level exam plus pass all exams below that level. In
seconds without having the engine running, lest you
this case, the Technician Class and General Class
have to either push the car off or walk home, and
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using a Gonset Converter ahead of your broadcast
radio to receive the somewhat noisy and crowded AM
that was available in those “good old days”.
Nevertheless, many brave and determined Hams did
go mobile, and had a great deal of fun in the process.
Nowadays, it is only necessary to plunk down a
relatively small number of bucks for a radio that is
scarcely as large as a decent book, uses a minuscule
amount of power, and operates on all HF bands, plus,
in some cases, some VHF frequencies also.
But we are still faced with that old bug-a-boo, the
ANTENNA! With a quarter wave antenna ranging
from about 67 feet at 80 meters to 8 or 9 feet at 10
meters, how can we ever operate efficiently from a
moving vehicle? The answer is some form of LOADED
antenna. To be even reasonably efficient, an antenna
must be resonant at the operating frequency, and
present the proper impedance to the transmitter.
Many schemes have been used to resonate antennas
with the mobile transmitter, with varying degrees of
success.
One of the first methods was to use a loading coil at
the base of the antenna. This made it resonant, and
could be easily tapped to present the proper
impedance for matching the transmitter. The only
problem was that it was dreadfully inefficient, since
the most usable part of radiation comes from the
high-current end of the antenna, which, in this case,
was a coil.
Next, Hams experimented with center-loading coils,
which placed the coil above the high current portion
of the antenna and greatly increased the efficiency.
However, a given coil was only useful over a small
range of frequencies, in some cases, less than one
Amateur band. Many solutions were tried; some
worked, some didn’t, and some worked but were so
unsightly that even the most dedicated Ham was
reluctant to be seen motoring around with what
appeared to be something from outer space!
The first attempts at multi-frequency operation
involved changing coils and re-resonating the
antenna for every frequency change. Then came
tapped coils, which were somewhat better, but still
required stopping the car, getting out and performing
an operation on the antenna. In addition, tapped coils
presented other problems. If they were tapped with
one end left open, they became a small Tesla Coil, and
created arc-over and corona problems galore! If the
tap shorted out part of the coil, the shorted portion
loaded the coil just like a short-circuit loads a
transformer, and the efficiency went WAAAY down!

Many Hams bought mobile rigs with built-in
automatic antenna tuners, thinking that would solve
the problem. NO WAY, JOSE! The tuners only
matched the transmitter to the feedline impedance,
and with a non-resonant antenna, the problem was as
bad as ever! The following comment may be
engraved in stone: For a mobile antenna to be
efficient, it must FIRST be resonant, and then
impedance-matched to the transmitter! If you intend
to operate on one frequency only, or over a small
range of frequencies, a fixed, tuned loading coil is
ideal. But if you were willing to be limited to this, you
might as well have stayed on CB! One notable
mobileer, Don Johnson, W6AAQ, experimented and
built antennas for 45 years, and finally hit upon the
best solution to date: the Screwdriver antenna! This
remarkable unit was described in a recent
ANTENNAS FOR EVERYONE article, and has been
tried and found satisfactory by hundreds of Hams.
It solves the problem of resonating an antenna
without either shorting coils or leaving them open. It
can be adjusted by remote control from the driver's
seat, and never requires sending the XYL out in the
weather to change taps (or worse, doing it yourself!).
It is the ideal antenna for the handicapped, as well as
for the ordinary user. The efficiency is higher than
any comparable antenna available. The author
proved this to himself recently at a public-service
event, by parking near a vehicle equipped with a
popular multi-band antenna, a 100 watt transceiver
and an 800 watt linear amplifier. While working
several net stations on 40 meters, the author's 100
watt mobile with a Screwdriver antenna put a
consistent S9+10 signal into Long Island,
Pennsylvania, northern Ohio and southern Canada.
The other rig was barely readable at the other end, in
spite of having checked the antenna for resonance,
until the operator switched in his 800 watt linear, at
which time the signals were comparable! Just goes to
prove what I’ve always said: put the bucks and effort
into the antenna instead of transmitter power, and
you will have a killer mobile rig!
Until next month, best 73 & KEEP ‘EM TALKING!
Max, KO4TV

Board Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes - 08/18/2015 - Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: (y) Dee, KU4GC, president; (y) Karen,
KD4YJZ, vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR, treasurer;
(y) Dan, KR4UB, secretary; (y) Charlie, NC4CD,
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repeater manager; (y) Dave, W4SAR, Field Day
coordinator; Board Members: (y) Dan, KK4DMS,
DurhamFest chair, ARES/AUXCOMM; (y) Michael,
KK4EIB; (y) Mark, KR3AM; (y) Bob, W4RWC

updated for the additional publicity points and
submitted to the ARRL.

President: Dee called the meeting to order at 7:08
pm.

Dee reported that due to the Bankhead Convoy’s
moving its overnight stop location from Durham to
Raleigh, the decision has been made that DFMA will
no longer be a club participant in the convoy.

REPORTS
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

Members: 104 (whose dues are current).
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB The minutes for the
7/21/15 Board and 8/4/15 Club Meetings were
approved unanimously with one correction, Field Day
result 735 points, not 735 contacts.
Vice President – Karen, KD4YJZ Karen reported that
the speaker for the next club meeting will be
Jonathan Danville from the Orange County Sheriff’s
Office on the topic, “Community Policing; and the
Viper Network, What’s Next”.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD Charlie reported
that the spare 440 repeater is programmed, aligned
and ready to go to the repeater site. The unit is
programmed with the 440.100 MHz and 444.450
MHz frequencies and, with and without PL modes for
deployment flexibility in case of future repeater
problems. With thanks to Skip, WB4P for making the
radio modification for data transmission, and to Bob
W4RWC for the VHF radio donation, the APRS packet
station is ready for final bench testing and will be
deployed to the Gibbs Lane site. The generator and
other associated hardware for the Hillsborough site
is to be delivered to Dewey, WA4AHR to be checked
out prior to installation.
ARES/AUXComm - Dan, KK4DMS Dan held a brief
discussion on the need to get more members trained
for incident response.
DurhamFest - Dan, KK4DMS Dan presented a list of
potential sites being investigated for 2016
DurhamFest. This included a discussion of the pros
and cons of each location and board
recommendations that Dan will follow up on to make
the final site selection.
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR Dave
reported the News of Orange published the press
release on the 2015 DFMA/OCRA Field Day event
written by Woody, K3VSA. The final score has been

NEW BUSINESS

Due to cancellation of the Habitat for Humanity
Halloween Bike Ride that DFMA was the lead
organizer for providing amateur radio
communications support, a replacement event is
needed. This event provided excellent publicity and
training opportunities for DFMA.
Dee led a brief discussion on the importance of DFMA
club meeting attendees wearing name tags. Given the
rising membership, name tags assist all in getting to
know fellow attendee names, call signs and faces. To
encourage the wearing of name tags, the practice will
be continued that attendees must have a name tag to
receive a raffle ticket for the meeting door prizes.
Lowell, KK4PH presented a proposal to purchase the
equipment to build and deploy a 220 Mhz IRLP
repeater at the Hillsborough repeater site. There is
an extensive 220 MHz IRLP linking system covering
central and south Virginia. With the addition of 220
MHz IRLP at the Hillsborough site, there would be
near continuous coverage from Harrisonburg, VA
down to Sanford, NC. This would provide activity on
the DFMA 224.26 MHz repeater, which currently is
seldom used. A unanimous decision was made to
authorize approximately $200 to purchase the
additional equipment needed to implement this
capability.
Meeting adjourned at 8:20 pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 08/04/2015 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Barbeque, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; NC4CD, Charlie; KU4GC,
Dee; W4MKR, M.K.; WB4P, Skip; KK4DMS, Dan;
KD4YJZ, Karen; W4SAR, Dave; N2XZF, Paul; WA2ROC,
Dick; KK4CCX, Dick; KK4UNZ, Tucker; KK4BPH, Mike;
KR3AM, Mark; WA4AHR, Dewey; KV7D, Adriano;
KM4IWG, Patrick; W4OFZ, Banks; W4RWC, Bob;
K2MZ, Duke & Nancy; KM4MBG, Jack; KF4PAB,
Lenore; KM4IWI, Bill; KM4LFT, Larry & Kathy;
KE4HIH, Rhett; KE4QOZ, Joanna; W4BOH, Wilson;
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NA4VY, Dave; N4TSV, Mario; W4ORD, Lad; KI4RAN,
Bill & Pres; K4WCV, Bob & Becky; KE4UVJ, Don

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

A total of 37 attending, 33 of them hams.
President: Michael, KK4EIB opened the meeting at 7
pm with introductions. After introductions Skip,
WB4P the head of the nominating committee
presented the slate of nominations for officers and
board members. The floor was opened for additional
nominations. Hearing none, nominations were
closed and a motion was made and seconded to call
for a vote in block of the nominated officers. The vote
was unanimous for the election of officers as listed
below. A call for a vote in block of the board member
nominations followed. The vote was unanimous for
election of board members as listed below. Dee,
KU4GC explained the process of drawing straws for
determination of board member 1 and 2 year terms .
The final results were as follows:
President: Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Vice President: Karen Snyder, KD4YJZ
Treasurer: MK Ramm, W4MKR
Secretary: Dan Eddleman, KR4UB
Repeater Manager: Charlie Durst, NC4CD
Board Member (2 year term) Michael North, KK4EIB
Board Member (2 year term) Mark Sidell, KR3AM
Board Member (1 year term) Bob Clarke, W4RWC, to
fill the remainder of KD4YJZ's term.
Board Member Dan Whitehead, KK4DMS, continues
with the second year of his two year term.
REPORTS
Vice President – Dee, KU4GC Dee asked about
possible interest in a radio programming class and
circulated a sign-up sheet to determine those
interested. Jack KM4MBG and Lenore, KF4PAB signed
up for the class.
Member photographs with a sentence or two
expressing their interests are requested for inclusion
in the DFMA Link newsletter.
The Bankhead Convoy which had originally planned
to stop in Durham, will be stopping at the Raleigh
State Fairgrounds due to the quantity of vehicles
involved. Dick, WA2ROC contacted the president of
RARS regarding their club’s interest in involvement,
and has received no response. He will try again to
make contact.
Mario, N4TSV reported on a conversation with Carol,
the Bankhead Convoy amateur radio coordinator
regarding clarification of the responsibilities and
conditions for club involvement.

Members: 103 (whose dues are current).
Secretary - Dan, KR4UB - On the behalf of DFMA, Dan
expressed gratitude and thanks to Bob, W4RWC for
his donation of a Kenwood TM271 VHF mobile radio.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported a
spare radio will be swapped in to restore the 444.450
receiver, which currently is inoperative. The APRS
radio at Gibbs Lane is dead. The radio donated by
Bob, W4RWC will be used to restore the APRS node.
The projects at the TV Hill site are complete. Work is
underway on the Hillsborough site remote receivers
and voter. Lowell, KK4PH is working on the remote
base units. A 10kw Generac generator and automatic
transfer switch is available for installation at the
Hillsborough site. Dewey, WA4AHR has offered to
examine the condition of the generator and transfer
switch. Wilson, W4BOH has also volunteered to help
with the generator. Other projects under
consideration are a digital repeater for the
Hillsborough site and a low power 440mhz repeater
for the MCU that can augment local event
communications.
ARES - Dan, KK4DMS our newly appointed ARES and
AUXCOMM coordinator is in the process of
reorganizing our involvement in that area. Those
interested in supporting special events and, having
software skills should contact Dan directly. He will
call an organization meeting when the new positions
are defined.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR reported the
field day results have been submitted to the ARRL.
Field day rankings will be published by the ARRL in
November. Field day this year netted 735 more
contacts than last year. Thanks to all for the great
food and let’s make the potluck dinner a new
tradition. The next VE session will be at the Orange
County EOC at 10AM, August 8th.
Door Prizes - Door prize winners were Duke, K2MZ
- Raspberry PI Assembly Language book; Bob,
W4RWC - VOM; Wilson, W4BOH - USB Switch and
Mario, N4TSV - Repeater Directory.
Program Presentation
The program for the meeting was a show and tell
session kicked off by Dee, KU4GC on PVC related
construction projects. He showed a keyboard
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synthesizer stand made of PVC, the use of PVC parts
in fan dipole construction, and photos of the various
PVC parts and pieces illustrating their adaptability to
a number of ham radio needs. Bob, W4RWC
demonstrated his 2m/440 PVC antenna based on the
Ed Fung twin lead design. He, with Dave, NA4VY’s
help showed a 10M Moxon beam antenna using
schedule 40 PVC pipe for support. Dick, K2MZ
showed his 2M mono band collinear antenna. Larry,
KM4LFT showed photos of his PVC schedule 40 snow
removal tool. The program ended with Dee showing
a video of “The Ham Band”, Andrew
(G3WZZ/OZ1XJ/OZ5E), his wife Lissa singing the
delights of ham radio from high atop their tower in
Denmark.
Meeting adjourned at 8:15 pm.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

For Sale: High Quality Coax
Wilson is usually putting together a bulk order for
high quality, LMR-400 equivalent coax. By ordering
full spools he can usually get it for about one half the
typical retail price. Contact him before buying larger
lengths on your own.

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
9/1
9/5-6
9/14
9/14
9/15
10/6

6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ
7am Shelby Hamfest
7pm VE Session, Orange County EOC
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
7pm DFMA Board Meeting
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ

Web Site: dfma.org
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)
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